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Abstract Hydrologic variability is a fundamental driver of ecological processes and species distribution
patterns within river systems, yet the paucity of gauges in many catchments means that streamflow data
are often unavailable for ecological survey sites. Filling this data gap is an important challenge in hydroeco-
logical research. To address this gap, we first test the ability to spatially extrapolate hydrologic metrics calcu-
lated from gauged streamflow data to ungauged sites as a function of stream distance and catchment area.
Second, we examine the ability of statistical models to predict flow regime metrics based on climate and
catchment physiographic variables. Our assessment focused on Australia’s largest catchment, the Murray-
Darling Basin (MDB). We found that hydrologic metrics were predictable only between sites within �25 km
of one another. Beyond this, correlations between sites declined quickly. We found less than 40% of fish
survey sites from a recent basin-wide monitoring program (n 5 777 sites) to fall within this 25 km range,
thereby greatly limiting the ability to utilize gauge data for direct spatial transposition of hydrologic metrics
to biological survey sites. In contrast, statistical model-based transposition proved effective in predicting
ecologically relevant aspects of the flow regime (including metrics describing central tendency, high- and
low-flows intermittency, seasonality, and variability) across the entire gauge network (median R2 � 0.54,
range 0.39–0.94). Modeled hydrologic metrics thus offer a useful alternative to empirical data when examin-
ing biological survey data from ungauged sites. More widespread use of these statistical tools and modeled
metrics could expand our understanding of flow-ecology relationships.

1. Introduction

Hydrologists have long sought to relate patterns of runoff variability to catchment characteristics and climatic
regimes, and to use those relationships to derive estimates of yield, and other hydrologic parameters for unga-
uged catchments (Nathan & McMahon, 1992; Saghafian, 2009). Geomorphologists and ecologists also have a
strong interest in relating hydrologic characteristics of rivers to a broad range of physical and ecological phenom-
ena. Hydrology is often regarded as the master variable determining the structure and function of aquatic ecosys-
tems (Poff et al., 1997), and there is a strong need to understand hydrologic influences on biota in interpreting
anthropogenic impacts, and in establishing environmental flow requirements. Gradient approaches to establish-
ing these relationships, such as the ecological limits to hydrologic alteration (ELOHA; Poff et al., 2010), specifically
requires ecological data to be collected along a well-described flow-disturbance gradient (Buchanan et al., 2013).

However, because streamflow gauges are often sparsely distributed across river networks, thought must be
given to selecting physical and ecological survey sites for which reliable hydrologic information is avail-
able—typically based on proximity to a stream gauge. Criteria used by researchers for matching ecological
survey sites to stream gauges are often not stated or are imprecise (e.g., using terms such as ‘‘roughly simul-
taneous,’’ ‘‘near,’’ ‘‘proximity to,’’ or ‘‘close to’’). Other researchers (e.g., Buchanan et al., 2017; Larned & Datry,
2013; Mims & Olden, 2012; Poff & Allan, 1995) use somewhat arbitrary (but explicitly stated) spatial proxim-
ity thresholds (e.g., no more than a certain distance apart, usually <20 km river kilometers), and/or other
rules such as the necessity for paired sites to be situated on the same part of the river network with similar
catchment area (i.e., not main stem versus smaller tributary), and not separated by a dam, diversion, or trib-
utary inflow contributing greater than a certain proportion of flow in the main stem (e.g., 10%).

A consequence of restricting flow-ecology analyses to a subset of ecological sampling sites situated close to
stream gauges is that excluded ecological sample sites (excluded by whatever criteria) cannot be used in
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the analysis, and risks, for example, under-representation of the full range of environmental variation and
potential ecological responses. An alternative approach to obtain hydrological data at ungauged ecological
sample sites is to extrapolate hydrologic information using regression approaches to model hydrologic met-
rics based on catchment, climate, and physiographic data to generate predictions for other locations or
throughout entire river networks (Larned et al., 2010).

Hydrologic modeling approaches can be further classified based on whether they seek to reproduce an
actual time series of runoff (e.g., using rainfall runoff models) or to simply predict metrics that describe key
features of the hydrograph, such as the frequency, timing and duration of low flows, high flows, cease-to-
flow patterns, etc. Such metrics describing specific characteristics of streamflow hydrographs have been
widely used in classifying flow regimes and in testing hypotheses regarding flow-ecology relationships (Jar-
dine et al., 2015; Kennard et al., 2010b; Larned et al., 2010). However, even relatively coarse metrics describ-
ing runoff patterns can be extremely variable spatially and show strong nonlinear relationships with
potential predictor variables.

Here we extend previous efforts (e.g., Bond et al., 2011; Carlisle et al., 2010; Larned et al., 2010;
Snelder et al., 2009) to model spatial runoff characteristics by contrasting the ability of several statis-
tical approaches (Boosted Regression Trees, Random Forests and Multivariate Adaptive Regression
Splines) to predict streamflow metrics as a function of catchment physiography and climate-related
drivers. We use a large database of gauged and modeled runoff data to calculate a diverse set of
flow metrics characterizing stream hydrographs, and combine those with a recently developed
national data set characterizing climate and physiographic characteristics for subcatchments across
Australia (Stein et al., 2014). The derived statistical models were then used to develop predictions of
hydrologic metrics for ungauged catchments across the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB), the largest
catchment in Australia.

One of the key applications of our predictions is to use the derived hydrologic metrics to support ecological
research such as the modeling of species distributions (e.g., Bond et al., 2011) and the design of field-data
collection programs that must account for differences in hydrology (e.g., Poff et al., 2010). As a way of dem-
onstrating the potential importance of being able to predict hydrologic metrics for ungauged catchments,
we first evaluate the potential to extrapolate hydrologic characteristics to ungauged sites based simply on
spatial proximity, by comparing runoff characteristics for individual gauge pairs, and relating patterns of
pairwise hydrologic similarity to geographic proximity. We then use the results of this analysis to evaluate
the proportion of biological sampling sites from a large basin-wide monitoring program (the Sustainable
Rivers Audit; Davies et al., 2008, 2012) that are sufficiently close to a gauge to provide hydrologic data with-
out relying on some form of statistical transposition.

The results of our study allow researchers to more fully understand the implications of variations in proxim-
ity of stream gauge locations to prospective ecological study sites if such data sets are to be used to gener-
ate hydroecological response relationships.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Hydrologic Data
Measured daily discharge data were obtained from Australian state and territory water resource agencies
for streamflow gauges distributed across the MDB (Figure 1). To maximize the number and spatial coverage
of data sets available in the modeling, the empirical gauge data (n 5 278 sites) were complemented by
modeled daily discharge data derived from hydrologic models developed by CSIRO as part of the Murray-
Darling Basin Sustainable Yields (MDBSY) Project (CSIRO, 2008). The MDBSY used daily climate data to
model surface runoff on 5 km 3 5 km grids across each catchment in the MDB and to model daily ground-
water recharge at point locations for separate aquifers. The climate and runoff data were used to adjust the
inputs to river system models (that included models of agricultural and urban water demand) to determine
daily streamflow at model nodes. The sites for which modeled data were available (n 5 163) included many
sites (n 5 68) for which gauge data were unavailable, or for which the data spanned either a short time win-
dow or one that did not overlap date ranges. Where gauged and modeled data were both available, we
compared flow (cease to flow [CTF]) metrics derived from each time series, and found most metrics to be
highly correlated (supporting information Figure S1). Differences that did occur between gauged and
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modeled data likely reflect multiple sources of uncertainty, including differences in the length of the time
series being considered as well as uncertainties in the hydrologic models. For the analyses presented here,
we adopted the modeled data due to the much longer time series that were available.

Following recommendations of Kennard et al. (2010a), we restricted the final hydrometric data set to
gauges and model nodes with record lengths exceeding 15 years, and for which there was substantial over-
lap in the time series window (all data sets were contained within the period 1970–2000). This resulted in a
final data set consisting of 199 gauges and 156 model nodes (hereafter referred to collectively as gauge
sites).

A range of hydrologic metrics are routinely used to characterize ecologically relevant components of the
flow regime of rivers. Collectively they describe variation in the magnitude, frequency, duration, timing, and
rates of change of a range of different flows (high flows, low flows, etc.), as well as temporal variability in
these metrics (Kennard et al., 2010b; Olden & Poff, 2003). Here we focused on 33 metrics that have previ-
ously been shown to relate to distribution patterns of aquatic biota in the MDB (Bond et al., 2011), and
which describe aspects of the flow regime based on; measures of central tendency, high-flows, low-flows,
zero flows (cease to flow [CTF]), timing, and variability (Table 1). Hydrologic metrics were calculated using
the hydrostats package (Bond, 2014) within the R statistical environment (R Core Team, 2014).

Figure 1. Map of the Murray-Darling Basin showing the location of streamflow gauges (including model nodes), and SRA
fish survey sites together with minor and major streams. Inset shows the location of the MBD within Australia.
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2.2. Hydrologic Network Analysis
Geographic location data (latitude and longitude) were used to link each gauge site to the Australian Hydro-
logic Geospatial Fabric (geofabric) Surface Network layer (Stein et al., 2014). The geofabric network layer
contains a set of DEM-derived streamlines that describe the connected stream network for the whole of
Australia, thereby enabling network tracing. The Network Analyst tool within ArcMap Version 10.1 (ESRI,
2011) was used to calculate the stream-network distance between individual gauge pairs and between SRA
fish survey sites (Davies et al., 2010, 2012) and the nearest gauge (e.g., see Figure 2). The SRA survey sites
considered included a total of 777 sites (Figure 1) from two survey periods (2004/2006 and 2008/2009) that
were located on the river network. These sites had been selected using a stratified survey design based on
subcatchment (valley) and altitude as strata, with approximately 18 sites per subcatchment per survey
period).

The pairwise gauge distances were then combined with the relative pairwise-differences in flow characteris-
tics, calculated between individual gauge pairs, to examine the effects of isolation on metric transferability.
We calculated the correlation between flow metrics from individual gauge pairs under two sets of

Table 1
List of Flow Metrics Derived From Each Hydrologic Time Series

Flow class Flow metric Description

Base flow MDF Mean daily flow
Q50 Median daily flow
mean.bf Mean daily base flow
mean.bfi Mean base flow index (mean daily base flow/MDF)

CTF p.CTF Overall proportion of time CTF (CTF defined here as <0.1 mL/d)
avg.CTF Median duration of CTF spell (CTF defined here as <0.1 mL/d)
med.CTF Mean duration CTF spell (CTF defined here as <0.1 mL/d)
min.CTF Min CTF spell length (CTF defined here as <0.1 mL/d)
max.CTF Max CTF spell (CTF defined here as <0.1 mL/d)

High flows high.spell.threshold Tenth percentile of nonzero flows
avg.high.spell.duration Mean duration of events exceeding the 10th percentile
max.high.spell.duration Max duration of events exceeding the 10th percentile
spell.freq Mean number of annual occurrences during which the magnitude of flow

exceeds the 10th percentile [calculated as # days over/(total # nonmissing
days/365.25 to deal with possible missing values])

avg.spell.volume Mean volume of individual spell events exceeding the 10th percentile
avg.spell.peak Mean max flow of events exceeding the 10th percentile
avg.max.ann Mean maximum annual flow
avg.ann.duration Mean duration of all events exceeding the min annual flood threshold

Low flows low.spell.threshold.10. Ninetieth percentile of all flows
avg.low.spell.duration Mean duration of events below the 90th percentile
max.low.duration Max duration of events below the 90th percentile
low.spell.freq Mean number of annual occurrences during which the magnitude of flow

falls below the 10th percentile [calculated as # days under/total # non
missing days/365 to deal with possible missing values]

avg.min.ann Mean minimum annual flow
Timing flood.timing Mean Julian date of annual maximum flow

flood.predictability Circular variance of Julian day of maximum annual flow (range 0–1)
timing.min.flow Mean Julian date of minimum annual flow (calculated after first converting

dates to radians)
pred.min.flow Circular variance of Julian day of minimum annual flow (range 0–1)
seasonality % of total from six driest months

Variability sd.spell.peak SD (standard deviation) of max flow of events exceeding the 10th percentile
cv.max.ann CV (coefficient of variation) of max annual flows
flood.skewness Mean annual maximum flow/mean annual flow
cv.ann.duration CV of duration of all events exceeding the min annual flood threshold
ann.cv CV of annual average flows
daily.cv CV of daily flows

Note. Metrics are grouped into six groups; Base flow, cease to flow (CTF), High flows, Low flows, Timing, and
Variability.
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constraints. First, we examined how correlations (r) changed when the maximum stream distance between
gauges was limited to <25, <50, <75, <100, <200, <400, and <600 km. Second, we calculated correlations
only for gauge-pairs that differed in catchment areas by <10%, <20% and <30% similarity. These con-
straints were crossed with one another, and correlation coefficients were reported as a coefficient of deter-
mination (R2) calculated as the correlation r to allow later comparison with the coefficient of determination
(R2) calculated for the regression models. The findings from this analysis were then used to identify the sub-
set of SRA fish survey sites for which flow metrics could be readily transferred based on proximity and simi-
larity in catchment area.

2.3. Statistical Modeling
Statistical modeling was conducted using the R package caret (Kuhn, 2012). Caret provides a consistent and
streamlined set of processes for building predictive models in R using many regression and classification
algorithms, and includes routines for simultaneous parameterization, validation and prediction with multi-
ple models. Based on the success of machine learning approaches in hydrologic prediction in previous stud-
ies (e.g., Bond et al., 2011), we examined three widely used machine learning approaches; Boosted
Regression Trees (BRT) (Elith et al., 2008), Random Forests (RF) (Breiman, 2001), and Multivariate Adaptive
Regression Splines (MARS) (Friedman, 1991). Each of these modeling approaches has several desirable
attributes, including automatic variable selection, the handling of nonlinear relationships with predictor var-
iables, and the ability to automatically incorporate interactions among predictors (to a limited degree of
complexity). For the BRT and MARS models, ‘‘tuning’’ parameter values (BRTs 5 interaction depth, n.trees,
shrinkage; MARS 5 nprune, degree) were provided via the tuneGrid parameter within the caret train func-
tion. The tuning parameters associated with the best fitting model were used for generating final model
predictions. Model fits were evaluated using tenfold cross validation (i.e., comparing model predictions
against those for a subset (10%) of sites not included in the model building in each of the 10 fitting itera-
tions). The best model in each case was that with the highest coefficient of determination (R2) between
modeled and actual data from each of the held-out data sets. This statistic describes the proportion of varia-
tion explained by the model (ranging between 0 and 1).

Predictor variables were drawn from the environmental attributes data sets associated with the geofabric
stream network layer. These data sets cover a broad range of environmental attributes, including catchment
climate, topography, physiography, and land-use (Stein et al., 2014). A subset of variables with clear concep-
tual links to rainfall-runoff processes, and which were minimally correlated (r< 0.75) were selected for inclu-
sion in the models from the geofabric environmental attributes (Table 2). One of the included variables
(RUNANNMEAN) represents the surplus runoff from a continental wide monthly plant-growth model (Stein
et al., 2014). The inclusion of an already modeled runoff variable may appear circular when trying to model

Figure 2. Map demonstrating the network trace between SRA fish survey sites and the nearest hydrologic gauging site.
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additional runoff metrics. However, the modeled time series from MDBSY represent the outputs of a daily
time series model that includes the effects of a range of local factors such as anthropogenic interception and
extraction, streamflow routing, etc. In contrast, RUNANNMEAN is a simple aggregate measure of surplus runoff
from a continental scale monthly water balance model that ignores both local influences and flow routing.
Thus, while cyclical trends in rainfall and evapotranspiration processes naturally drive some long-term correla-
tions in the RUNANNMEAN and MDBSY time series, as predictors and response variables respectively, they can
be regarded as coming from independent sources for the purposes of the model evaluation.

Several additional water-use variables representing the impacts of catchment and on-channel storage were
derived from the ANCOLD database of large dams (ANCOLD, 1990), and recent mapping of small and large
catchment storages across the MDB (MDBC, 2008). These represented the number and area of upstream
catchment dams (offc_num and offc_area), upstream reservoir capacity (res_capi), upstream storage/runoff
ratio (store_run) and upstream storage/runoff ratio weighted by distance upstream (dist_decay; Table 2).

Because streamflow gauges are situated in certain locations for specific reasons, such as to support yield esti-
mation and/or flood forecasting, and are constrained by particular environmental requirements (e.g., existence
of a suitable geomorphic control), they cannot be considered to reflect a random sample of catchments. There
is thus considerable potential for bias when extrapolating flow metrics from gauged to un-gauged catch-
ments. The extent of this bias was assessed by examining the degree to which the full range of variability in
the environmental predictor variables (see Table 2) was represented by the subset of gauged catchments
used in the model building. A conceptually simple way of approaching this analysis is to consider a convex
hull drawn around the full set of model-building sites in n-dimensional space, and to compare the size and
shape of the convex hull, and the distribution of model building sites within that convex hull, relative to a sim-
ilar convex hull derived for the full set of sites to which model results are to be extrapolated. Because of the
number of data points involved in our analysis, memory limitations precluded the calculation of all pairwise
differences (as the n 3 n matrix is prohibitively large). Instead we undertook pairwise comparisons of environ-
mental space using two complementary approaches. First, we range standardized all environmental predictor

Table 2
Table of Environmental Predictor Variables Used in the Statistical Modeling of Hydrologic Metrics

Class Variable Description Units

Climate CATANNTEMP Catchment average annual mean temperature 8C
CATDRYQTEMP Catchment average driest quarter temp 8C
CATANNRAIN Catchment average annual mean rainfall mm
CATWARMQRAIN Catchment average warmest quarter rainfall mm

Land-use SFRDI Segment Flow Regime Disturbance Index Dimensionless
range
0–1

IMF Impoundments factor (max of GDIMF and NWIIMF)
FDF Flow diversions factor (max of GDFDF and NWIFDF)
LUF Land use factor
LBF Levee bank factor

Water-use offc_num Off-channel storage number
offc_area Off-channel storage area km2

res_capi Upstream reservoir storage capacity ML
store_run upstream reservoir storage capacity/Runoff Ratio
dist_decay Distance decay function of store_run

Runoff RUNANNMEAN Annual mean accumulated soil water surplus ML
RUNANNCOFV Coefficient of variation of annual totals of

accumulated soil water surplus
Substrate CAT_A_KSAT Catchment average saturated hydraulic conductivity mm/h

CAT_SOLPAWHC Catchment average solum plant available
water holding capacity

mm

Terrain STRDENSITY Stream density km/km2

CATELEMAX Maximum upstream elevation m
CATAREA Catchment area km2

ELONGRATIO Catchment shape (elongation ratio)
CATSTORAGE Catchment storage %

Vegetation cover STRFORESTS_EXT Stream and valley percentage natural forest cover %

Note. See Stein et al. (2014) for more details.
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variables, and then separately for each site (or stream segment), calculated the difference for each environ-
mental variable from the mean for that variable. We then used the square of the sum of those differences as a
measure of the distance of each site from the environmental space centroid—essentially we collapsed the
multidimensional environmental space into a single dimension. Differences where calculated in this way for
every site (stream segment) calculated and mapped for the entire network.

To provide a more intuitive indication of the degree of overlap in environmental space between the gauged
(sampled) and ungauged (unsampled) network, we examined the location of sites in environmental space
defined only by two dimensions—catchment area and catchment rainfall—both of which had a strong
influence on multiple runoff metrics. By drawing convex hulls around each set of sites (all sites, gauge sites,
and SRA fish survey sites), it was possible to readily compare the extent of overlap, and hence the potential
constraints around extrapolation into unsampled environmental space.

3. Results

3.1. Hydrologic Network Analysis
The network analysis showed a clear trend for rapid decreases in correlations (expressed as R2) for most
metrics when gauge-pairs further than 25 km apart from one another were included in the analysis (Figure
3). However, correlations tended to increase again for some metrics at a threshold distance of �100 km.

Figure 3. Plot showing changes in correlation (expressed as a coefficient of determination; R2) between metric values calculated for all nearest gauge pairs, con-
strained to different maximum inter-gauge distances, and similarities in catchment area (shown by line-type). The number of pairs used in calculating the R2 values
are shown above each point.
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Constraints on catchment area had a much smaller effect than dis-
tance for most variables, but was extremely influential for others (e.g.,
Q50; Figure 3). Overall, restricting distances to <25 km and differ-
ences in catchment area to <10% was the only set of constraints that
ensured a consistently high correlation across all metrics.

Applying these same constraints to the 777 SRA fish survey sites, only
48% (n 5 371) were within 25 km of the nearest gauge. Of these, a
further 40% had similar catchment areas (i.e., 610%). Thus, consider-
ing both distance and catchment area, only �20% (n 5 152) of this
set of biological survey sites were sufficiently close to a gauge to
have reliable associated hydrologic information (Figure 4).

3.2. Statistical Modeling
Statistical models were constructed for the each of the 33 hydrologic
metrics. There was considerable variation in the predictive accuracy
of models across the different flow metrics, although the three differ-
ent modeling approaches (BRTs, RFs, MARS models) were relatively
similar in their predictive accuracy for individual metrics (Figure 5).
Overall, the random forests and boosted-regression trees slightly out-
performed the MARs models (mean R2 5 0.55, 0.54, and 0.50, respec-
tively), although differences overall were small (Figure 5). Metrics
describing measures of central tendency (including mean daily flow,
median daily flow, base flow volume, and base flow index) all had
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high predictive accuracy (mean R2 5 0.73). Mean predictive accuracy of metrics between and within the
other flow classes was quite variable (Figure 5).

As well as predictive performance, the three modeling approaches also displayed a high degree of congru-
ence in the relative importance attributed to individual environmental predictor variables for predicting the
hydrologic metrics (Figure 6). Among the most consistently important predictors were runoff estimates
derived from catchment water balance (RUNANNMEAN and RUNANNCOFV), variables relating to tempera-
ture and rainfall (CATANNTEMP and CATANNRAIN), and catchment area (CATAREA). Outliers highlight the
importance of most of the predictor variables for at least some of the flow metrics that were modeled.

Predictions of hydrologic metrics across the entire river network provide an indication of the range of vari-
ability in flow metrics at this larger scale (Figure 7), as well as illustrating the distinct patterns of spatial vari-
ability among individual metrics. For example, zero flows tended to be highest in the northern part of the
Basin despite these same areas having relatively large high spell threshold volumes (Figure 7).

An important caveat on the extrapolated predictions is the incomplete coverage of the environmental
space covered by the subset of gauge sites when compared to the whole of the MDB. The discrepancy is
most evident for very small headwater catchments and areas with very low rainfall (Figure 8). In contrast to
the entire catchment, there was much greater overlap in the environmental space prescribed by gauge sites
and sites included in the fish survey conducted as part of the SRA (Figure 8). This reflects the exclusion of
very small catchments, which are often dry, from the SRA surveys. The catchments sitting as outliers in envi-
ronmental space can also be examined geographically, by examining the spatial variation in distance of
each subcatchment to the centroid of the multivariate distribution of environmental variable parameter val-
ues (supporting information Figure S2). This reveals that subcatchments representing anabranches of the
main stem of the Murray River, small areas in the south-eastern upland tributaries, and small tributaries in
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Figure 6. Boxplots of relative influence values (across hydrologic metrics) for environmental predictor variables used in the models. See Table 2 for descriptions of
the predictor variables.
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the Western and central areas of the basin are most poorly represented (highlighted in red), but that overall
the distance from the centroid is relatively small (supporting information Figure S2).

4. Discussion

The ability to derive hydrologic predictions for ungauged catchments remains an important application of
hydrologic research. One use is in supporting research on flow-ecology relationships, which, for a range of

Figure 7. Example maps of predicted hydrologic metric variation throughout the river network for a subset of hydrologic
metrics that were both well predicted and reflect the range of flow metric classes evaluated in the modeling.
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reasons, often requires biological data being collected from sites
located a considerable distance from the nearest flow gauge.
This situation arises in part from the nonrandom nature of how
gauges are distributed in catchments; mostly they are located on
main-stem rivers and in areas where yield estimation or flood
forecasting is likely to be important. In contrast sites selected for
ecological research often include river reaches without nearby
streamflow records. Our analysis illustrates the extent of this
issue when trying to understand flow-ecology relationships in
the MDB, with only approximately �20% of all biological survey
sites from a large-scale monitoring program (the MDB Sustain-
able Rivers Audit) sufficiently close to a gauge to allow the direct
use of observed hydrologic time series data to derive consistently
reliable site flow metrics.

For more distant sites, the alternative approach is to adopt
regression-based approaches (Lowe & Nathan, 2006). We applied
several machine learning approaches; BRT, RF, and MARS models
to derive streamflow metrics for ungauged catchments. Each of
these methods has been identified as having utility in situations
where the primary focus is on developing predictions rather than
on testing hypotheses regarding important relationships among
variables. We observed high predictive capacity for each approach,
although overall BRT and RF models tended to outperform MARS
models based on cross-validated R2 values. Regression approaches
have long been used to derive hydrologic predictions for unga-
uged catchments, but the application of nonparametric and

machine learning-based approaches remains relatively new. For example, Nathan and McMahon (1992) used
multiple linear regression approaches to predict a range of flow metrics (especially low flows) for catchments
in southeastern Australia. They reported relatively high predictive accuracy (R2 5 0.75–0.97), but only after first
identifying hydrologically homogenous regions for which the predictive models could be separately parame-
terized. Without such a step, the performance of linear models has elsewhere been found to be relatively poor
(SKM, 2005). More flexible statistical approaches such as those from machine learning have since become
much more widely adopted. For example, Snelder et al. (2009) found BRTs to provide reliable assignment of
individual streamflow gauges to flow-regime classes across the whole of France. Across the same sites, Snelder
et al. (2013) found moderate performance from RFs in predicting perenniality of streamflow at gauges. Simi-
larly, McManamay (2014) used random forests to predict a suite of flow-regime metrics like those used here
across the contiguous U.S. and found R2 values to range between 0.39 and 0.94. They found R2 values were
highest for measures of average flow characteristics, but were also high for measures such as the zero flow
days and several high flow statistics. The work of McManamay (2014) is also one of the few previous studies
to explicitly incorporate environmental predictor variables that seek to quantify the magnitude and nature of
anthropogenic impacts (e.g., the effects on timing and frequency of events) into their predictive models, with
most quantifying the degree of flow impairment by comparison with modeled flow metrics based on predic-
tions from a set of reference gauges. The current study thus adds to a small but growing body of literature
demonstrating the ability to predict streamflow metrics for both reference and regulated catchments for
incorporation into the study of flow-ecology relationships where gauging data or reference-condition informa-
tion may be absent (e.g., Bond et al., 2011; Buchanan et al., 2017; Carlisle et al., 2010). This of course assumes
data sets describing relevant predictor variables are available.

Reliance on machine learning and other predictive modeling approaches is however not without its risks.
For example, the ability to combine a large number of predictors in explaining nonlinear patterns can lead
to issues of overfitting (e.g., Wenger & Olden, 2012). Although such risks can be minimized with appropriate
validation techniques and due attention to parameters affecting overall model-complexity (as was done in
this study), overfitting can still occur with these techniques. Another potential issue is bias in the environ-
mental space prescribed by locations used in model building relative to the areas for which predictions are

Figure 8. Convex hulls drawn around environmental space defined by catchment
area and catchment rainfall for specific catchment subsets; all catchments within
the basin, gauged catchments, and SRA fish survey sites.
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generated. Here we examined the degree of overlap in the environmental space represented in two-
dimensions by the dominant predictors of catchment rainfall and catchment area. This highlighted the under-
representation of both very small catchments and catchments with very low rainfall (Figure 8). Predictions for
such areas are less certain and would need to be treated with greater caution than those within the environ-
mental space covered by the subset of gauge catchments. We did however observe that sites from the SRA
program overlapped more with the environmental space of the stream gauges than that of the overall net-
work. This is not surprising considering that biological data is often not collected from the very smallest or dri-
est of catchments (in both cases, aquatic habitats are either ephemeral or typically very small).

To deal with the issue of prediction uncertainty in subsequent ecological modeling, Bond et al. (2011) fit pre-
dictive models of hydrologic metrics and species distributions using tenfold cross validation, but generated
predictions of both hydrology and species distributions simultaneously for each fold. This provided credible
intervals for predictions of species occurrence at each site that also incorporated uncertainty in the model esti-
mates of the hydrologic metrics, which in some cases improved the overall fit and interpretability of the spe-
cies distribution models.

Our results bode well for incorporating modeled hydrologic metrics with biological data in further exploring
distribution patterns of fish and other biota within the MDB. Despite clear evidence for declines in the con-
dition of fish populations in regulated rivers within the MDB (e.g., Davies et al., 2010; Gehrke & Harris, 2001),
quantitative relationships with specific aspects of hydrology or hydrologic alteration are still lacking. One
approach building on the current work would be to develop reference flow metrics for each site by running
a similar set of models to those presented here to predict natural runoff. This could be based on either a
subset of reference gauges, or (preferably) utilize data from hydrologic modeling nodes for which natural
runoff time series are available. These models would also exclude flow alteration variables from the set of
predictors. The two sets of metrics would provide the ability to calculate flow alteration metrics for individ-
ual river reaches across the entire basin.

As with previous studies, we found some elements of the flow regime to be more reliably predicted than
others. This probably reflects the fact that some metrics will be more strongly affected by stochastic processes,
such as the timing and intensity of specific rainfall and/or drought events that are poorly captured by the cli-
mate metrics we used as inputs to the models. These types of processes would undoubtedly be better cap-
tured using process-based rainfall-runoff and catchment water-balance models to predict the actual
hydrologic time series rather than time-averaged metrics (Beven, 2012; Boughton & Chiew, 2007; Raupach
et al., 2009). However, such models are also constrained by the quality of the input data. In many areas, rainfall
gauges are not available and extrapolated data may include significant errors. An alternative approach is to
use transposition approaches based on rescaling daily runoff estimates from gauged sites (e.g., as a function
of mean annual runoff estimates (Lowe & Nathan, 2006). However, such approaches still require a sufficiently
high degree of similarity in the hydrologic responses of the gauged and ungauged catchments, which our
analyses show cannot always be guaranteed except within very specific constraints (catchments <10% differ-
ent in area and <25 km apart), and remain untested at the scale of our current analysis. It is thus generally still
not feasible to generate continuous streamflow predictions simultaneously for large numbers of individual
subcatchments, especially for large subcatchments which require the inclusion of flow routing to account for
lags in flow accumulation, especially if high flow metrics are to be considered. No doubt considerable pro-
gress will be made on this front over the coming years.

Importantly, despite the poor predictions for some metrics, models for a subset of metrics showed relatively
high predictive accuracy. These metrics collectively reflected key aspects of the flow regime from an ecolog-
ical perspective, including mean daily flow, base flows, high- and low-flow spell magnitudes, percentage
zero-flow, seasonality, and daily and annual patterns of variability. As demonstrated in previous studies
(e.g., Bond et al., 2011), access to a suite of flow metrics for the entire stream network provides considerable
opportunities to elucidate the potential influences of hydrologic variability when modeling species distribu-
tions across riverscapes.

5. Conclusions

In summary, our initial assessment of gauge-pair similarities showed that to enable the reliable transposition
of a broad range of hydrologic metrics, ecological survey sites should be situated no more than �25 km
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from the nearest stream gauge and ideally share a similar catchment area to that of the gauge (610%),
although this criteria was less critical than proximity. Within these constraints, our findings suggest direct
transposition of flow metrics is very reliable. Beyond these limits, we found the similarity in flow metrics to
decline rapidly, and simple transposition approaches are likely prone to significant error. This has implica-
tions for the reliable transfer of hydrologic data to biological survey sites that are not in close proximity to a
nearby gauge (Lowe & Nathan, 2006). For more distant sites, the alternative approach explored here is to
generate model-based predictions. We tested several statistical approaches for extrapolating hydrologic
metrics, which overall delivered relatively high predictive performance relative to simple spatial transposi-
tion. This included capturing the effects of water resource development on runoff patterns by including
environmental predictor variables that describe those anthropogenic impacts (e.g., storage capacity and
catchment interception estimates). These models thus offer a practical alternative for generating hydrologic
metric data for ungauged catchments, and their use can greatly increase the amount of data that can be
utilized in trying to elucidate the broad-scale influences of hydrologic variability on ecosystem patterns and
processes.
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